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Reply to: Sample Size, Model Robustness, and Classification Accuracy in Diagnostic Multivariate Neuroimaging Analyses

To the Editor:

In our recent publication, we report a meta-analysis of the diagnostic performance of neuroimaging-based classification models for the differentiation of patients with a depressive disorder from healthy control subjects (1). In summary, our results indicate that across studies patients can be identified with an estimated accuracy of 77%. Moderator analysis provided some evidence for effects of moderating factors, including neuroimaging modality. However, despite theoretical arguments and similar findings in comparable analyses in schizophrenia (2,3), we did not find evidence for an effect of sample size on classification accuracy.

In their comment on Kambeitz et al. (1), Neuhaus and Popescu (4) discuss the potential role of sample size on classification accuracy in neuroimaging-based diagnostic models for psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and depression. They report significant correlations between sample size and diagnostic accuracy for schizophrenia and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder and a nonsignificant correlation (of comparable magnitude) for depression. Thus, they conclude that small sample sizes might lead to overly optimistic estimates of the classification accuracy of such models.

We thank Neuhaus and Popescu (4) for their important and valuable comment about our recent work. In general, we agree with their view that small sample sizes are associated with an increased risk of positive bias. To assess this possibility, we did test the influence of sample size within our bivariate meta-analytic model. Consistent with Neuhaus and Popescu’s report (4), we did not find a significant effect, but we discussed the small sample sizes of the included studies as a potential limitation. We found that other factors did have a significant effect on classification accuracy such as neuroimaging modality and age in our analysis of depression (1) and neuroimaging modality, age, medication, and clinical symptoms in our previous work on schizophrenia (5). Thus, while an effect of sample size cannot be ruled out [e.g., as Neuhaus and Popescu (4) suggest, because of a smaller number of available studies], other factors might be equally important when assessing the robustness of neuroimaging-based classification models. While our results overall are consistent with those of Neuhaus and Popescu (4), we would like to use this opportunity highlight several additional methodological aspects that are relevant in this context.

Given the recent advent of machine learning methods and their application in psychiatry, we expect that there will be a growing number of publications using these methodologies and, as a result, an increasing need for quantitative and qualitative synthesis of the available evidence (e.g., in the form of meta-analyses). Because studies of diagnostic tests typically use different outcome measures (sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, etc.), conducting a meta-analysis poses the challenge of deriving a common metric from each study. If possible, we recommend that researchers avoid conducting meta-analyses that are based on simple diagnostic accuracies or related measures such as the diagnostic odds ratio (6). Instead, models such as bivariate meta-analytic models allow researchers to preserve the two-dimensional nature of the data (sensitivity and specificity), which is important given that sensitivity and specificity are often negatively correlated within studies, and that ignoring this dependency will lead to bias (7). Moreover, averaging sensitivities with specificities to derive accuracies might make it difficult to assess the potential of the diagnostic models to be used in clinical practice (8). Bivariate meta-analytic models allow the separate estimation of between-study heterogeneity of sensitivity and specificity and the assessment of the correlation between sensitivity and specificity. Another important aspect when analyzing diagnostic models concerns the distribution of the outcome metric. Accuracy measures are subject to an upper bound (100%); thus, it might not be reasonable to assume a normal distribution or a linear relation as is required for the application of correlational analysis. The nonlinearity of the association between accuracy and sample size is nicely demonstrated in the recent work of Schnack and Kahn (2). There are several options to circumvent this problem, such as logit transformation in the context of the bivariate meta-analytic model (8) or the natural logarithm in the context of the hierarchical summary receiver operating characteristic model (7). Finally, given the importance of analyzing sensitivity and specificity in parallel in a bivariate meta-analytic model, and the presence of further moderator effects (e.g., neuroimaging modality), it is advisable that researchers investigate moderator effects by using meta-regression analysis instead of isolated correlational analysis. This allows the investigation of moderator effects separately on sensitivity and specificity (5,8) and the interaction of multiple moderators.

Lastly, the role of sample size can be directly investigated on the level of the original study by systematically undersampling data and testing the effect on classification performance. This approach would allow researchers to derive the highly needed recommendations for minimum sample sizes that provide reliable performance estimates. Most importantly, it is expected that the role of sample size is problem-dependent and will depend on a multitude of factors such as the disorder under investigation [see Neuhaus and Popescu (4), the prediction target (e.g., diagnosis, treatment response, or functional outcome), the classification algorithm used, and the neuroimaging modality or the sample heterogeneity (e.g., different research sites or different magnetic resonance imaging scanners).

In summary, we would like to emphasize the importance of statistical methodology when assessing the performance of diagnostic classification models. In addition, we are in full agreement with the arguments put forward by Neuhaus and Popescu (4) that small sample sizes represent a potential risk for the assessment of diagnostic models. The key to overcoming this potential hazard is the most rigorous validation of the generated models in independent samples and the strict separation of train- and test-samples (e.g., as is done in...
cross-validation). Most importantly, following reporting standards for studies of diagnostic tests (9) will allow efficient synthesis of studies and will facilitate the efficient development of machine learning in psychiatry.
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